
* * Sexcapade * *
=======================================================================

This book is for the sexually adventurous. The things talked about in here are not suitable for 
people that would feel uncomfortable with 'strange bedroom behaviour'. The ideas are not violent 
as long as they use discretion. If you find yourslef thinking of vilence as a way to releieve your 
stress, well, a simple orgasm will do the trick for you!

Please do not think of doing these things if you don't really want to. This book is based on 
emotions from the woman's point of view and the male's. Featured herein are many fantasies 
and then the explanations for them logically. It has been put together with a male and female 
point of view to maximise the effect for goading people into being the submitter, as naturally the 
more powerful you feel the more you want to feel mortality, being brought down to earth, 
worrying about who your real friends are, and you force yourself to feel more vulnerable.

If you have a big ego you might enjoy this book as a way to dominate others, but naturally the 
more rise the more you look for threats and might feel better if you were dominated a little. This 
is like a reality check and might do wonders for men and women that feel threatened intheir 
lifestyles.

If you are under sixteen years of age please put this book down now.

=======================================================================
The role of the male

=======================================================================

The male, as you all know, has a thrust to his delivery of desire. If he were to see a woman that 
he notices he would probably instantly thrust his privates at her, or just in front of himself. The 
role of the male therefore is to go forwards into the female, and this shows itself in every day life.

It is also cultrual for the man to apporach the woman. This is because men have always been 
looking for women to penetrate. This means that the male is the projector of the relationship, 
being hormone and culture driven to seek the vagina.

The man is therefore the 'seeker'. The male will most likely serenade the woman with emotinal 
food for her to make her feel safe and special. The man should always try to start the affair in a 
place where the woman feels comfortable because if she feels uncomfortable then there will be a 
breakdown in communications as she flees the encounter.

Males must make the woman allow them to engage them, make the woman feel safe and try to 
develop further trust with her. If the woman is intoxicated then it becomes easier as reality is 
dimmed. Often this is looked down upon but many men enjoy it.

=======================================================================
The role of the female

=======================================================================

Seeing as how the male thrusts the woman must dodge the thrust, accept the thrust, or invite a 
thrust. Women are really into being chased as it is relationship building and trust endowing. 
When the woman's hormones overcome her sense of mistrust she will go from limit to limit 
allowing the male to get further towards penetrating her with the development of each affair. If 
the woman wants to allow the physical encounter to develop, she will allow more contact, or, 
more personal contact.

The woman's role sexually in society is to be the goal. Each time the goal moves the seeker will 
try to achive a thrust to the goal. Many women make it hard to achieve her acceptance and this 
can annoy, or there might be a genuine disinterest.



Culturally women have developed a more aware sense of the world. They will look for lifestyle 
first, after trust, and then allow the lifestyle to find them. This is often to impress peers but can 
also be to look for trust in security beyond the physical. If there is a way to tell which men are to 
be trusted they will look to who they hold company with.

Nearly all sexual cultures are based on what men need to do to be welcome by women. If they 
find themselves unwelcome they will ty to change thier demeanor to be more like what the 
women want. The more the woman accept one sort of person, the more men will want to reverse 
the seeker - goal relationship to grab the attention of the women that are around.

The hormones of a woman will make them desire sex too, but it is easy for a woman to 
overpower her primal emotions in favour of her security. Women find beauty in features, body 
language, success and anything that emits power, excitement or someone they find healthy that 
thier hormones guide them too. Naturally healthy also means that they are slim and handsome, 
or even cute and loveable in terms of something that you recognise as innocent and 
downtrodden.

The role of the woman is to allow the male to thrust themselves at them. If they do not cooperate 
they do not find a partner. The woman my make it easier for the seeking male to approach them 
with an invitation. Seeing as how the male is the oppurtunist the woman must say yes, no, or 
may seek trust in lifestyle and security any way they see fit.

=======================================================================
Simple sexual encounters

=======================================================================

Eye contact

This is where someone is aware of someoen else looking at them. People will look at one 
another because of their interest in them based on health and beauty. People must be able to 
hold eye contact to begin an encounter. This is the first step to begin an affair.

If people find discomfort with eye contact then they do not like the presure on them or do not 
respect the other person socially. If eye contact is broken the other peson will feel 'harmed' 
socially as they have not recieved any compliments. The more a person gathers eye contact the 
less they will respect others, and seeing as how men are the seekers they make women more 
confident with dealing with them and so forth. 

Women seeking eye contact usually just wnt to flaunt thier beauty and then try to impress thier 
confidence onto someone else that has less confidence as a woman acting as a seeker means 
they will not be hurt if they are rejected, as if they were driving someone else's car.

Kissing

Kissing is a primal desire. To want to kiss someone means you want to touch them and get 
personal on the most basic of levels. Every mammal kisses, look at cats, dogs, rabbits... they all 
kiss. This sort of encounter is simple and sweet. Often a woman will kiss the winner of a race, 
the reciever of an award, or even a total stranger that she finds attractive.

When people kiss they will be reading the other in terms of how much they like them - which 
means that they want to feel desirable - and also enjoying the closeness of the encounter as the 
lips are very animated and relay information about the desire of the other towards them. They 
will also be able to let thier senstive areas probe the areas of another, enjoying not only the idea 
of kissing them, but also the feedback from them.

Kissing is all about communication. If you look to animals, they all communicate with thier 



mouths, yes? If you were to notice any kissing experience it is the sensitive part of the body 
being placed on the other's body somewhere. The more sensitive the area is the more you want 
to kiss it, take a breast for example. People want to touch them as fingers are sensitive. You 
don't hear of a shoulder being placed onto a breast, do you? The more sensitive the area the 
more you want to kiss it. This is communication, and we are social animals, and hormone drive 
us to 'communicate' with the opposite sex.

Kissing is also an art as it is a form of communication. Communication is based on things we 
understand others understand. When someoen wants to kiss another they will usually think of 
that as the beginning of a more developed sexual encounter, once again coming back to the 
beauty of the other and the mood of the woman. If you were to kiss someone that doesn't kiss 
you back then the communication has broken down and the other person does not wish to 
develop an affair with you.

Kissing is thought of as something to do in private or for attention. You will find beautiful peolpe 
like to kiss in public to be seen kissing another, as sexual culture finds danger exciting. When 
people kiss in public they feel danger that the other person may pull away from fear, or that they 
will pull away at all means they feel the danger of 'sexual cultural rejection'. This kind of rejection 
is not life threatening but if the person is beautiful they will have security in knowing there is 
someone else ready for them but not yet found. That is why most kisses in public are short due 
to peer pressure. The less outgoing the person is the less they will accept giving a kiss in public.

You can have a lot of fun with kissing. You may be creative with it or just devour the other with 
your desire for them, which becomes less artistic the more you cannot control your hormones.

Fondling

Fondeling is where contact is focused on the body of another. When people fodle they will try to 
explore the sensitive areas of each other. They do this because they want to feel the areas that 
are part of the other person. When men focus on breasts or legs they want to feel the areas they 
see. 

The breast is hidden from view, and men do not have them, so they look at them as a mystery. 
On a topless beach they are all on display and the oppurtunity to see more of the woman is 
allowed to them. While hidden from view they will be visible yet not visible, only the outline is 
there to see.

The legs are seen often and men often judge woman by the health of hier legs. They represent 
the woman's movements, as motion appeals to people due to thier need for excitment, being that
the legs are always moving back and forth and provide a lot of input to the sensory load of the 
males. This stimulation will give changing information on how the woman looks, with one leg 
hiding the other, making it a tease. men get into this habit of looking at legs due to an influx of 
information from them, always giving them information about the health of the woman and the 
amount of flesh to squeeze. If there is too much flesh they will see it as not being sensual.

Women like men's chests and muscles as a way to gather information on thrust power and 
dominance physically over other people. That said it is as if the female psyche is geared to using 
the males to propel themselves socially. This is an inherant habit as our primal drives are 
hardwired to our minds. Why else would they consider beauty? If they were to have an incentive 
to like a man he should fill thier security needs, or, make them feel like they are 'playing with 
fire', and that means the male is able and fit.

=======================================================================
Developed encounters

=======================================================================

When someone wants to go further in terms of intimacy with the other person there may be 



smoe resistance, naturally from the female due to lack of trust.

When the encounter goes past fondling then it is usually due to the woman's trust being satisfied, 
or, exciting enough to make her aroused primally, as if they were being a bad girl, or, someone 
that men woud pay attention to - primally recgonised social status.

When it comes to sex partners today often use a condom. This is called safe sex... duh! Safe 
sex is good because both people are safer and it doesn't make the affair that much worse.

Sex has a lot of positions. Naturaly most encounters will end with the male oing forwards ontop 
of the female. If the woman is taking control and wants to 'mount' her 'find' than she will climb out
onto their partner and feel the power over them. The male will feel as if he is being dominated by 
someone less powerful than himself and will feel as if he is being overpowered, thinking of 
himself as if he was so desirable that he had no choice but to submit!

======================================================================
Oral sex

======================================================================

Oral sex is usually divided into 'blow jobs' for men and 'vagina eating' for women. When sex gets 
boring oral sex becomes dominant as it is pleasing the other person with your desire for them, 
and this relay of desire makes the other person feel loved, and therefor makes the giver feel as if 
they are submitting.

This feeling of submission means they will have no choice but to keep giving as they are now 
'food'. Everyone wants to feel they are food for the other sex as it gives them security if female, 
or, gives them a maternal impulse if they are men - that they are giving charity.

Now when they are spoiling thier partner, participants will enjoy the thought of the other person 
having sex with them while they are 'aware', as if they were making a fool of the other!

Sometimes people will please each other with oral sex at the same time. This is where they 
mutually make a fool of the other, as the primal drive of someone is to escape from fear, and the 
fear of being unaware while the other is aware leads them to dampening their own fear by saying 
they are aware, as fear of the unknown is a horrible feeling. By feeling aware while the other is 
not is quite natural as it makes you feel in control!

=======================================================================
Exhibitionism

=======================================================================

This is like a display of submission. If a man were to reveal his privates to a woman they would 
be saying they are comfortable with them looking at thier private. This is very childish as it 
challanges the lack of nudity in society, childish because it is rebelling against society in terms of 
it being a way to express yourself with clothing that you wear to make yourself to feel 
comfortable. It is a sexual rebellion like streaking, also to gain attention.

The most common form though is male nudity. The woman needs trust and security to feel 
comfortable because that is how her mind works. The men will often streak because the security 
lies in them and they subconsciously realise that they are not threatened with exposure.

When a male wants to please a woman he may masturbate in font of them. This will make them 
feel very comfortable with the encounter as the woman feels that they are being made love to 
yet are putting thier lover up for display to thier eyes only.

Due to the social security of the woman she will find herself exposing less and less.



Sometimes women will reveal thier breats to men. This temporary unveiling will make them feel 
as if they are playing with fire, yet completely safe in the group they are in. Think of a bunch of 
women skinny dipping? They do this because they want to be exciting and feel danger, like 
gambling. Danger is felt and excites thier primitve primal nervous system to emit a flow of 
adrenaline and other things to make it feel like something they shouldn't do as it is rebellious, but 
will strike fear into the hearts of others with thier 'brazen outburst', basically...

=======================================================================
Clothing fantasies

=======================================================================

When people want to feel exciting they may wear the clothes of their lover. They may even do 
this secretly as that is even more dangerous. No matter how much pressure we feel socially we 
will always test the limits if it is safe.

When a man pulls on a stocking they want to feel as if they are really a woman, identifying 
themselves as women when they look at themselves. This is because they want to feel attractive 
because they are inclined towards their role in society. If women wore what men wore, and vice 
versa, then they would see pants as a naughy affair, logically.

Women wear men's clothing because they want to feel powerful, strong, and free of the gossip 
they delve into. Women are free to wear any clothing in Western culture though, so cross 
dressing is not that much fun for a woman. This means cross dressing is only fun if it is not 
allowed or is not common!

=======================================================================
Bondage

=======================================================================

To feel even more vulnerable, due to inability to cope withthe lifestyle you lead due to fear, men 
often cast themselves into something that makes them feel prepared for other danger. When 
people tie themselves up and become immobile they think of themselves as if they were facing a 
glimpse of reality. It is suggested that for stress relief this be tried.

Often people are tied to beds. Good ways to do this would be to use simple ties or handcuffs. Of 
course it is mutual so the person tied up will be able to speak... unless of course they are gagged 
or soemthing potentialy dangerous like that!

Using a feather to tickle someone that is bound is a great way to tease them, unless they are 
short tempered or something. Should spice up any bedroom.

Ice blocks are a great way to make someone squirm. They may be bound and subjected to a bit 
of foreplay by making the them tense up and sideways trying, naturally, to avoid the ice.

Cruelty is great for this as it means the unanswered questions of trust will reveal thmselves, 
seeing how much trust there is between each person, and how willing they are to show their real 
selves. Everyone at heart is a sadist because they fear being controlled and want to control the 
lives of others, and this is a great way to relieve that fear and feel like a master for just a little 
while at least.

=======================================================================
Shoes

=======================================================================

When a male is into submission they will sometimes want to serenade woman with bonding with 
thier garments. One such venture is to kiss the woman's shoes, once again awareness versus 
ignorance. The fact that it is a shoe means that it is the lowest form of submission, leading to a 



serenade of total devotion. If they do this for a total stranger then it is like going all in in poker.

If the male wishes he may go from kissing the shoe to licking the shoe. This is the next step and 
will make the woman feel even ore spoilt, once again coming from the maternal feeling fo caring 
for the emotions of another.

Taking it a step further means that the male might try to penetrate the shoe, or do his business 
on the shoe. This is a great way to 'get your jollies off' and create much joy.

======================================================================
Candles

======================================================================

Candle wax is getting more exciting but is not that dangerous at all. If you are having a candle lit 
night at home then you can easily transfer this onto the other person as long as they say yes.

It is advised that you wait before doing this, even putting it off for as long as possible, as if you 
were running from it. The more dangerous it feels the better it will be in practice, like looking at a 
present on Christmas eve.

The pain coming from the candle is not that extreme. It is good clean fun.

======================================================================
Knives

======================================================================

When everything else gets boring you could reach for knives. Even if you were to take a steak 
knife and push as hard as you can when you slit the other person then it wil only make a small 
hardly noticble cut that will heal quickly, especially with a tan!

The pain felt is quite intimate as it is harm that you submit to. If you were to feel pain from your 
lover then is is also a dispersal of fear, thinking that they might hurt you emotionally, yet you are 
ready for it.

I suggest using knives with couples that do not trust ech other. The actual scene where the one is
willing to trust the other makes for more trust.

=======================================================================

Sexcapade was written by Brett Nortje. I hope you enjoyed it!


